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Haverhill Library Association Condition Assessment

Executive Summary/Introduction

Figure I-1: Location of Haverhill Library Association at 67 Court Street in Haverhill, New Hampshire

Purpose:
This condition assessment of the Haverhill Library Building has been funded in part by a 2020 grant from
the New Hampshire Preservation Alliance, which receives support for its grants program from New
Hampshire’s Land and Community Heritage Investment Program (LCHIP). The purpose of this study is to
document the history, evolution, and existing condition of the building, and to use this context to identify
character-defining features of the structure and to define its future treatment options.
Methodology:
The Haverhill Library Association Building was constructed in 1840 as the County Offices, on Court Street,
near the Haverhill Commons. Since 1916, the Haverhill Library Association has occupied the building,
and formally acquired the building in 1929. The building is one of Haverhill’s three public libraries in
the main villages of Haverhill Corner, Woodsville, and North Haverhill. In order to keep in adherence
with modern building code and remain viable as a library building, the building was adapted several
times during the twentieth century, to include electricity, heat, a restroom and some framing
modifications under the southeast side of the building.
At present, the Library is once again running out of space and struggling to adhere to modern building code
and is on the brink of another building campaign. Recognizing that the building is historically significant
(it is located in the Haverhill Corner Historic District which was listed in the National Register in 1987),
the Haverhill Library Association has commissioned this Condition Assessment to provide the history of
the building and current building conditions in order to develop an appropriate plan for needed repairs and
programmatic expansion that will be in adherence with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards when work
is begun and will aid in the application for a 2020 LCHIP grant.
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Executive Summary/Introduction
In March of 2020, a team was established to perform the Assessment, consisting of Lynne Monroe,
preservation consultant, and Katie Sutherland, architect. Ms. Monroe and her team began collecting a
detailed history of the structure, through reviewing historic documents, images, and files relating to changes
to the building provided by Joe Kirkpatrick from the library archives, by consulting historic maps, and
reading available local histories. Field inspections were held by each of the included team members in the
early spring of 2020. Ms. Sutherland’s office, kcs ARCHITECTS, has put together existing conditions
drawings, including a first-floor framing plan of the building. With consulting structural engineer Miles
Stetson of Engineering Ventures PC, her office has made a written and photographic assessment of these
conditions, included in the report.
The Haverhill Library Association Building needs exterior and interior repair, re-organized program space,
basic mechanical, electrical and plumbing updates, as well as accessibility improvements to better serve its
community. The library stands in the historic town center, next to the Haverhill Commons. The exterior
of the building is in fair condition, with both the masonry and slate roof in need of significant repair. The
library functions on the first floor of the building. The first-floor framing is undersized for its current loading
requirements and needs repair and reinforcement. The second floor of the library is currently used as an
Office with Large Vault Storage for the Haverhill Historic Society, a Reading Room, as well as a boiler
and storage room in the smaller original second floor vault. The egress is not sufficient and there is no
wheelchair accessibility to this floor, and no bathroom facilities other than the non-ADA compliant water
closet under the stair at the first floor. Public use of the second floor is not allowed, as it has only one
means of egress. To restore public use of this floor, two means of stair egress are required by NH State
Building Code, including International Existing Building Code, and NFPA 101 Life Safety Code. The
second floor retains much of its original character defining features and is a space which the community
would like to appreciate again for library programming. The recommendations listed in this report are
organized in two phases of work, the first phase being the repair and preservation of the existing historic
building at a cost of $371,800.00, and the second phase including an addition for a stair and elevator that
will allow public access to the second floor and expanded library programming at a cost of $400,000.00.
Working closely with representatives of the library association, kcs ARCHITECTS has made
recommendations as to Renovations and Additions to this building to fulfill the goals set forth by the
Haverhill Library Association. This condition assessment presents the historical context of the Library,
outlines the character-defining elements of the building, details the current building condition, and lays out
the scope of work for a preservation and rehabilitation project that will protect the historic integrity of the
structure for years to come.
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Description and History Overview 1

Figure II- 1: Postcard of Library, Post Office, and Old Court House. The label raises the
possibly the post office occupied the easterly first-floor space for a time. The granite posts in
front were removed at an unknown date. Postmarked 1926. (CardCow.com).
The locally recognized Haverhill Library Building, 67 Court Street, is in the Village of Haverhill Corner.
The brick two-story Greek Revival styled building was built in 1840 by Grafton County as the first purposebuilt county office and fireproof records storage building in the county. It originally housed the different
county court offices under one roof and provided fireproof storage for the county records including deeds
and probates. The fireproof space was increased in 1877 with a two-story, two-bay brick addition on the
west end of the original five-bay wide building, creating the present seven-bay wide building. Grafton
County used the building until the early 1890s when a new county building was constructed in Woodsville.
A former Probate Judge and his brother acquired the building and owned it until 1929. They likely used it
for offices for a time, but in 1916 the Haverhill Library Association (HLA) moved into the first floor of the
building, for use as a public library. In 1929, the HLA acquired the building from the Westgate heirs for
$1,800 (Deed, HLA Records). At times, the D.A. R. and the Haverhill Historical Society have used portions
of the second floor while the library primarily occupied the first floor. The building has continued in use
as a public library up to the present. Only the first floor is open to the public, but the library now uses the
second floor for meeting space and storage.

A heartfelt thanks to Joe Kirkpatrick, President, Board of Trustees, for going through the HLA Records at the
library over a several-day period and finding a wealth of information about changes to the building from the 1960s
to the present.

1
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Figure II- 2: First-floor Plan
The Haverhill Library is a contributing building in the Haverhill Corner Historic District, which was listed
in the National Register in 1987. The buildings in the district include houses, churches, former taverns,
former school and courts buildings, and former stores, offices, and shops. The library is one of four original
county buildings and one of ten brick buildings in the district. 2
Aside from the 1877 addition, and repair work in the second half of the twentieth century and early
twentieth-first century, the Haverhill Library has undergone no major changes or alterations since its
original construction. Beginning in the 1960s and continuing up to the present, general maintenance has
occurred, as finances allowed or when deferred maintenance led to necessitated work. The building retains
not only its historic plan but also a majority of its exterior and interior character-defining finishes and
features.

Haverhill had several different brickyards in the nineteenth century, which may account for the large number of
brick buildings in the town. Due to their weight, bricks are difficult to transport over long distances, though the
Connecticut River would have facilitated their transport. The presence of a local brickyard also facilitates the ease
of transport. An old brick yard historically had been located near Powder House Hill. Several members of the Pike
family came to Haverhill around 1830 and manufactured bricks (Bittinger 1888, 128). The 1860 Walling Grafton
County map shows a brick yard near the intersection of Brushwood and Sand roads though no name is associated
with it. In the 1880s, C.C. Smart had a large brick yard in Woodsville (Bittinger 1888, 180).

2
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Figure II- 3: Aerial of Haverhill Corner Historic District, showing the two Commons and the
intersection of the Daniel Webster Highway/Route 3 (left) and Court Street. The Haverhill
Library (red arrow) is largely hidden by the trees.
The building is significant at the local level as a contributing building in the Haverhill Corner Historic
District, a well-preserved town center. Though not specified as such in the NR nomination, the Haverhill
Library also appears to be significant as a rare example of an 1840s purpose-built county office and
fireproof records storage building. It was one of four buildings constructed by Grafton County in Haverhill
Corner between the 1790s and the 1840s, that were in use by the county until the early 1890s. The other
buildings include the 1846 Courthouse (now Alumni Hall) and the County Jail and Jail House (1794 and
ca. 1845).
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Figure II- 4: 1816 Carrigain Map, detail of Haverhill, which illustrates the density of
development in Haverhill Corner by that time.
Grafton County and Westgate Ownerships, 1840-1916
The Haverhill Library is located in the village of Haverhill Corner, in the southerly part of the town of
Haverhill in Grafton County. Located at the intersection of two major transportation routes, Haverhill
Corner prospered in the late eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth century as the county seat and as an
educational center.
By the early nineteenth century, Haverhill Corner was the juncture of the
Coos turnpike (1808) and the north-south thoroughfare [Route 10]; a
county seat with a court house, county records building, and jail; the
location of a distinguished private academy; the home of a prosperous
bank; the site of a private “social” library; a printing center with its own
newspaper and book publishing business; the center of mercantile activity,
crafts, and trades, including cabinetmaking; and a village of many fine
private homes of frame and brick construction, some of them doubling as
offices for lawyers and judges. Supplementing these private dwellings
were a number of taverns, required by the importance of the village in
transportation, county government, and law (Gotcsik et. al. 1987, 8:2).
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The village is noted not only for its architecture, but also for its plan. Haverhill’s location included some
of the richest intervale land in New England as part of the Connecticut River. Settlement had begun in
1761 with incorporation occurring in 1763.

Figure II- 5: Plan of the Town of Haverhill, Grafton County, ca. 1761, with Haverhill Corner
area circled (Whitcher 1919, n.p.).
The original proprietors, who immediately subdivided the land into lots, chose to allocate small lots in the
flood plain to all as that was the most valuable part of the land in the township, but they also laid out a
village to the east (Garvin 1980, 68; Gotcsik et. al. 1987, 8:4).
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Figure II- 6: Walling 1860 Map, detail of Haverhill Corner showing the two commons at the
intersection of Court Street and Route 10 and the County Records Building (red arrow) (Walling
1860).
The pair of commons flanking the north and south sides of Court Street, at its intersection with Route 10,
distinguish the village plan from many others.
In 1794, Haverhill Academy was established. This institution represented “the pioneering stage of private
secondary education” in New Hampshire when the academy movement in New England was in its earliest
stages. Its establishment is contemporary with seven other academies established by New Hampshire in
that year (Garvin 2008, 2). The Academy was a leading educational institution for the region and included
a number of buildings located around the Commons.3 The Academy merged with the Town’s public-school
system in 1880.
The Academy’s built environment was frequently intertwined with that of the Grafton County Courts. In
1771, Grafton County had been established and two years later Haverhill became the western county seat
with the opening of the Court of Common Pleas and the Court of Sessions in the town (Bittinger 1888,
375). The eastern seat was in Plymouth, where a courthouse was completed in 1774.
In Haverhill, the county courts shared space in buildings used by other local entities until 1846, when the
county constructed a courthouse just east of the 1840 County Offices building. The county courts had first
used the meetinghouse, then, beginning in 1794, the new Academy building, which burned in 1814
(Blaisdell 1983). The County quickly built a new brick building which was completed in 1816 (later known
as Pearson Hall), which was used both by the courts and the Academy. Over time there have been six
different courthouses in four different villages or areas of the town.

Buildings used by The Academy included Pearson Hall, Academy Hall, the former courthouse (renamed Alumni
Hall after the courts vacated the building), the now relocated “Principal’s House,” and the Bell-Merrill House.

3
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Historically court records, including the county clerk records and those of the registry of deeds and probate,
had been stored in the homes of the clerks of the courts and registers. In 1840, the County, at a cost of
$2,450 constructed the brick building, not only providing a centralized and more secure storage location
for the county records but also offices for the clerks. As first built, the building was five bays wide with a
center entry and paired gable end chimneys.

Figure II- 7: This illustration (a “copy of an old print” which distorts the roof slope) was
published in The Weekly News in the 1890s. It shows the County Offices and Records Building
as first built and the 1846 County Courthouse (now Alumni Hall). (Collection of the Haverhill
Historical Society).
Providing fireproof storage for the county records was a primary criterion in the design of the new building
(Whitcher 1919, 285).
It was at first intended to construct the building with but one story, but the
court at its discretion changed the plan to two stories, and made the roof
of slate instead of shingles. Col. John R. Reading[sic] was the contractor,
and the court reported he had done his work ‘in good style and in a most
thorough manner’ (Whitcher 1919, 285).
The northeast room on each floor was a fireproof vault with brick walls, cementitious floors, a granite
ceiling in the first-floor room, and a brick vaulted ceiling in the second-floor room.
The contractor for the building was John R. Reding (1805-1892). A native of Portsmouth, New Hampshire,
Reding had first settled in Haverhill in 1828 to revive newspaper publishing in town. He established
the Democratic-Republican, purchasing the presses and material of the
New Hampshire Intelligencer, which had suspended publication in 1826.
The paper was vigorously edited and had large influence in the northern
part of the state. He had previously served his newspaper apprenticeship
under Isaac Hill in the office of the New Hampshire Patriot, and spent two
years as foreman in the office of the Boston Statesman, later the Boston
Post. He was sole proprietor and editor of the Democratic-Republican
until his election to Congress in 1840. He took his seat in the National
House in 1841, and served four years during the Harrison-Tyler
administration. He was appointed naval storekeeper at Portsmouth by
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President Pierce, and removed to that city, where he resided till his death.
He was mayor of that city and represented it in the State Legislature
(Whitcher 1919, 637).
He moved back to Portsmouth in 1853 (Bittinger 1888, 134). Reding is known to have had prominent roles
in the construction of several other governmental buildings. He was the town agent for building the
Haverhill Town House and later was the chairman of the committee to select a site for the Rockingham
County buildings. According to the nineteenth-century Haverhill town historian Rev. J.Q. Bittinger, Reding
engaged in farming, building, and other lines of business (Bittinger 1888, 134).
In 1877, owing to the need for more fireproof storage space, a two-story fireproof addition was constructed
on the westerly gable end of the building (New Hampshire Statesman 4 October 1877). 4 Differences in the
exterior brickwork suggests the original west gable end may have been rebuilt as (or relocated as) the new
west gable end, with brick of a slightly discernable difference in color used on the north and south walls of
the added two bays.
The county occupied the building until the late 1880s or early 1890s, in the wake of the construction of a
new courthouse in the village of Woodsville. By 1892, the County Offices and Records building was
purchased by prominent Haverhill residents Tyler Westgate (1843-1917), a former Judge of Probate, and
his younger brother, a lawyer, William F. Westgate (1852-1902) (Hurd 1892; Whitcher 1919, 285).

Figure II- 8: Haverhill Corner in 1892. The Records Building is now owned by the Westgates
(red arrow) (Hurd 1892).

No information has come to light as to who the builder was or how he rather skillfully meshed the old and new
exterior brickwork and duplicated the other details of the original building. It is possible county records may
contain details about the addition, but they are not accessible at this time owing to the closure of all libraries and
archival repositories due to COVID-19.

4
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It has not been established how the Westgates used the building from the time they acquired it until 1916,
when HLA moved into the building, though it was likely as offices. The few known changes to the property
during the Westgate ownership include cutting down “the stately elm trees in front” in 1913 and the loss
by fire of a coal shed located behind the building (Fillion 1998, 53). It also seems they replaced some of
the window sash in the east half of the building as the mutin profiles appear to date to the late nineteenth
century.

Figure II- 9: 1917 Sanborn Fire Insurance map, detail. This shows a small, one-story wood
building to the north of the library, likely the outhouse (a three-holer that was removed in the
1960s according to oral history). The building appears to be occupied not only by the library
but also to house some offices. Collection of Dartmouth Library.
The 1917 Sanborn Insurance map shows a one-story wood building to the north of the building, likely the
“three-holer” that remained until 1966, when the Trustees removed “an unsightly shed in rear” (HLA
Minutes 10 October 1966). 138 books were added to the library collection in 1918 (Fillion 1998, 54).
Haverhill Library Association, occupancy and ownership, 1916-1960s
The Haverhill Library Association was established in 1880. The town had a history of social libraries dating
back to the early nineteenth century, but this new entity was intended to provide books for all in town. The
library, which opened in November 1880, initially had a collection of ninety new books which was
increased by approximately 150 books from the “Social Library” that had been established in 1845.
Membership in the Association was open to all, with a one-dollar initiation fee and an annual payment of
fifty cents. Just as with the County, the Academy also had a close relationship with the library, which for
nearly twenty years occupied space in the old Academy Building (known as Pearson Hall) before moving
into the former County Offices Building in the summer of 1916. Over the years, the Academy students
had regular times to use the Haverhill Library as the school did not maintain its own library. In 1901, a
division of the town library fund was created, and the Haverhill Library became a part of the free town
library system. Since the late nineteenth century, the town has maintained separate libraries in the main
villages of Haverhill Corner, Woodsville, and North Haverhill. A fourth library was maintained in Pike
from the late 1920s or 1930s until its closure in 2016.
Upon moving into the former county building, the library occupied the former office of the register of deeds
or the west two-thirds of the building. At the time of the move, the library had approximately 5,000 volumes
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and received some funding from two sources: the modest annual appropriation made by the town and funds
from estates that made up the town library fund (Whitcher 1919, 330-331).
As of the mid-1920s, the library still occupied the former register of deeds office space, while the D.A.R.
occupied rooms on the second floor, and the rest of the building was used as a storeroom (Fillion 1991, 19).
The library acquired the property in 1929. Between that time and the late 1950s, no major changes are
known to have been made to the building (HLA Records 1983). According to the 1969 Trustees minutes
“nothing but the absolute essentials have been attended to since that time” of moving into the building
(HLA Minutes 20 January 1969). In 1959, the library did install a lavatory underneath the stairs and a
cesspool in the ground to the north of the building (HLA President Address 1983). The library also changed
the heating system from gas to oil (HLA President Report 1961). In 1960, the stringers under the southeast
or children’s room were determined to be failing. Consequently, new joists were installed, replacing the
original ones, and a new floor was laid down, now covered by carpeting. In addition, an eaves spout (or
gutter) was added above the front entry to direct melting snow away from what was then a granite front
step (HLA President’s Report September 1961). In 1964, a propane tank was installed towards the
northwest corner of the property (HLA Records 1964).
In the 1960s, the library sought an increase in the town appropriation and support from the Haverhill School
District, which illustrates the library’s long-time focus on children’s literacy (HLA President’s Report
September 1961). In the summer of 1961, a children’s story-telling program was established, along with a
children’s museum (HLA President’s Report September 1961). Children’s programs and reading have
remained a major focus of the library, with two rooms dedicated to children’s books and programs.
In June 1960, the library joined the Grafton Library Co-operative, made up of libraries in Lyme, Orford,
Orfordville, Piermont, Haverhill, and Woodsville. The cooperative increased the purchasing power of these
small libraries and provided them with significant savings (HLA President’s Report September 1961). This
was presumably part of a statewide program that allowed groups of libraries within a particular region of
the state to form a Book Purchasing Cooperative. Each library then deposited a portion of its book budget
with the State Treasurer and in turn they received a State Library discount for books purchased with that
money (Preservation Company 2019, 8:19).
By the early 1960s, the library began to actively fund raise, on a modest scale, sponsoring a variety of
programs over the next several decades and continuing up to the present, including speaker events and book
talks and shows targeted towards children. An early one was a Puppet Show (HLA President’s Report
September 1961).
1970s-ca. 2000
In the 1970s, the library initiated a series of multiple repairs in an effort to address ongoing moisture issues
which was accelerating the decay of framing members, brick, and mortar; heat loss issues, and
miscellaneous other deferred maintenance issues.
Early in the decade, the Board of Trustees began to consider a long list of possible alterations,
improvements, and repairs to the building. Also to be considered was the installation of storms on the
second-floor windows and the vault windows, and on the front entry transom and sidelights, insulating and
finishing the brick walls in the west vaults on both floors (this was considered again in the 1980s), and
perhaps constructing a front vestibule. In the end, a number including the replacement of the tin ceilings
with acoustic tile ceilings or the addition of a front vestibule was not implemented (HLA Files,
Memorandum 8 June 1972; HLA Board of Trustees (hereafter BOT) Minutes 1972-12-01; HLA Financial
Report 1972-12-15). Work that was done, which totaled more than $1,700 included repairing and resetting
the rear entry door, frame, and side lights; and installing a storm door and storms on the side lights; installing
storms on foundation window openings; repairing and caulking window frames; adding insulation above
the second floor; and “extensive” masonry repairs to the foundation, outside walls, and chimneys (done by
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Terrance Paye) (HLA Files, Memorandum 8 June 1972; HLA BOT Minutes 1972-12-01; HLA Financial
Report 1972-12-15).
The Haverhill Library received a generous bequest of $10,000 from Mary Hildreth in the 1970s, which
improved the financial status of the library. The Trustees used some to remodel the northeast vault room
to increase the small children’s room and pay some bills and invested the remainder. The work in the vault
addressed long-standing moisture issues in the space and the apparent poor condition of the cementitious
flooring. Owing to the inaccessibility of the underside of the floor from the crawl space because brick
walling extended to the ground, it was determined it could only be accessed from the interior. This led to
removing the original cement, brick, and three-feet thick stone rubble floor, with volunteer assistance (HLA
Records 1983). New framing topped by plywood boards and carpeting replaced the original fireproof
flooring.
In October 1972, a masonry contractor, during investigation of where to install a new heating system
determined that only two of the five chimneys could be used for ventilation purposes, as the others were
simply for architectural purposes, to provide symmetry to the building design. The two useable ones are
the two that historically vented the existing heating stoves on the interior, the southerly one on the east wall
(which was ruled out for use as it would destroy the character of the upper southeast room) and the single
interior one (HLA BOT Minutes 1972-12-01). The Trustees evaluated various options and locations before
they selected the second-floor vault and found an alternative means to vent the new system through the
north wall (HLA BOT Minutes 1972-12-01).
In the summer of 1977, storm windows on the second-story windows were installed (HLA Records 1977).
Other work in the late 1970s included replacement of loose roof slates and repair of the flashing and some
joists (likely in the southeast room); repair of a part of the roof which had failed; purchase of two gas heaters
to replace the old kerosene pot-burners; and renovation of the upstairs west room and vault room by the
Historical Society renovated before they moved into those spaces (HLA Records 1978, HLA Records
1983).
In 1980, two vents were installed in the west wall of the lavatory to allow heat from the adjoining room to
enter, to keep the pipes from freezing. At the same time, a hole was cut in the ceiling of the southeast room
to allow moisture to evaporate and to provide some heat to the room above, then used as a reading room
(HLA Records, 15 January 1980). A telephone was installed in 1983 (HLA BOT Minutes 1974-01-14;
HLA Records).
An address by the Board of Trustees President at the 1983 meeting conveyed the financial challenges of
the library for much of its history up to that point. The remarks highlight how HLA is a private institution
but also one of the town’s public libraries:
Until four years ago we had only a very small endowment. We received a
few hundred dollars from the Trustee of Trust funds but we were for all
practical purposes dependent on the town of Haverhill for all our funding.
We receive no funds from the precinct of Haverhill Corner. We are a
corporation with tax exempt status and we are the owners of one of the
fine historic buildings in the town of Haverhill (HLA Records 1983).
With the limited budget, most of the funds went to building maintenance and repairs, librarian salaries, and
utilities. Little went to the purchase of books, but usage was low. However, the HLA did utilize the
bookmobile provided by the state to borrow large numbers of books, which compensated for not having
a large book collection. In the early 1980s, an additional infusion of money came in a bequest by Mildred
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Page.5 The Library used the funds to purchase books and pay the salary of a children’s librarian (HLA
Records 1983). The Haverhill Library had done some modest fund-raising, such as catering an Auto
Show on the Common each summer, which brought in approximately $600 to purchase books (HLA
Records 1983).
In the early 1980s, the library Trustees continued with a series of repairs and/or upgrades. Much of the
building was rewired in 1980 (HLA Annual Meeting 1981). Major work on the exterior brick walls
included repointing, replacing any that were damage from water infiltration, repairing a large crack in the
east chimney, and applying two coats of silicone. The repairs to the building totaled nearly $4,400 (HLA
Records 1983). Additional needed work included repairs to the windows, window frames, shutters, and
the frontispiece, sidelights, and front door, and repairs to some deteriorated floor joists. They received a
proposal for an Energy-saving Retrofit and Historic Restoration work under the Library Services and
Construction Act from Don Metz, an architect in Lyme, New Hampshire. In the end, however, it appears
few of the items in the proposal were done, which from a preservation perspective is fortunate as some of
the items would not have utilized Secretary of the Interior Standards. In the late 1980s, the trustees
discussed replacing the septic system (HLA Records 1988).

Figure II- 10: 1985 Photograph of Haverhill Library Association building which shows the
building before the reworking of the front entry and front stoop with a ramp and new safety
compliant door. The shutters are still in place, with those over the blind openings closed
(Collection of Haverhill Library Association).
The library continues to annually receive ten percent interest from the bequest which totals approximately $8,000.
They have continued to use that money for library operations. The same bequest also allotted approximately the
same amount of money to the Town of Haverhill for the maintenance of public buildings in the Haverhill Corner
Precinct. The library receives a small portion of that (HLA President’s Address 1983; Kirkpatrick 2020).
5
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Beginning in the late 1990s and continuing into the early 2000s, the library underwent further minor
upgrades or repairs.6 In 2001, a weak section of the floor in the adults’ vault-room and the bathroom
floor were repaired (Town Report 2001, 87). Several small improvements occurred in 2002. A mini hot
water heater was added in the lavatory and a portion of the floor in the hall near the restroom door was
repaired. Unspecified repairs to the walls in the room above the children’s room were begun (Town
Report 2003, 81).
In 2003 and 2004, some general maintenance occurred including painting several of the rooms.
Installation of central heating in the building in 2004 represented the most substantial upgrade, costing
nearly $12,000, and significantly improved the comfort level throughout the building. This entailed
installation of heating units along the walls in each of the rooms. Some of the slate roof tiles had fallen
off during the winter of 2003 necessitating installation of some replacement slate tiles (Town Report
2003, 86; Town Report 2004, 78-79).
In 2006, new safety-compliant exterior doors replaced the original or historic front and rear doors (Town
Report 2006, 70). Additional updates to meet fire code compliance requirements included installation
of fire detection systems, smoke and heat detectors, and one-hour rated fire doors on the second floor
(HLA Records 2007).
In 2010, a Physical Structure Overview was prepared though the author is unknown. It identified areas
of the building that needed attention and repair, including the brick and mortar, the roof, the windows
(which were said to be sound and intact but in need of scaping and painting) and shutters (primarily just
painting). The library did the much-needed masonry repairs done on both gable ends, along with some
roof repairs. Russell Wilcox, of Rumford Reproductions, did the masonry repairs. In his proposal, he
specified any rebuilding was to be done with existing brick or, if necessary, new brick matching the
existing, using an antique lime mortar that would match the existing as close as possible. It was
anticipated that up to forty percent of the existing brick would need to be replaced. Though his
original proposal called for tearing down and rebuilding the gable ends above the roofline and repointing
and repairing as necessary, in the end this was not entirely necessary. Instead, the rebuilding only
occurred on the east gable end above the roof line. Other masonry repairs occurred above some windows
and around the rear door (HLA Records).
In 2012, the library obtained a quote by Weather Check to repair the slate roof and flashing. The required
work called for replacement of roughly sixty to seventy slates. The project description noted that some
earlier repairs had used slates of the wrong color and size and in some instances, did not allow for an
adequate side lap. The report also noted some slates had small portions of a corner missing but they would
not be replaced. It is not clear how of the proposed work was done in the end.
In 2017, Jerry and Matt Smith, local painters, sanded and repainted the windows and reinstalled them.
In 2018, the Library Building Consultant Patience K. Jackson and the architect James G. Alexander of the
well-known Boston, Massachusetts, architectural firm Finegold Alexander Architects, prepared a Needs
Assessment Report for the Library. The report focused on the space limitations of the building and
possibilities for addressing those issues, including a possible rear addition. The report was not intended to
address conditions such as the masonry or the roof. The Trustees were unable to proceed with the
recommendations, however, because the cost was beyond their means.
Though the library remains small, user numbers have steadily increased particularly in the past two decades.
There has always been an emphasis on children’s programs. The library has been able install periodic
Prior to 2001, only the library’s Treasurer’s Report is published in the Annual Town Reports. Consequently, any
information about the library’s activities or work on the building must be gleaned from the Board of Trustees
meeting minutes.

6
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technological upgrades, to provide increased accessibility to the internet and databases (Town Reports
2009-2019). Other programs include lectures, held at next door in Alumni Hall due to lack of meeting
space in the library (Town Report 2018, 139). The library remains an active and vital component of
Haverhill Corner.
Physical Description

Figure II- 11: The Haverhill Library at right and the Old Blacksmith Shop at left. The granite
posts are on the adjoining property to the east, Alumni Hall.
The southerly facing Haverhill Library Building is located on the northerly side of Court Street (historically
the Coos Turnpike) slightly east of the North Common within the center of Haverhill Corner. Both of its
neighbors are also brick buildings and all three have similar setbacks. Alumni Hall (originally the Grafton
County Courthouse, built 1846) is to the east and the Old Blacksmith Shop (built 1839, now a residence) is
to the west.
The property is a flat, rectangular parcel and features only a moderate amount of landscaping. The two
largest items are a pair of mature maple trees on the east half of the lot, one directly in front of the library.
They may have been planted in the early twentieth century, to replace the pair of “stately elm trees” removed
in 1913 (Fillion 1998, 53). A pair of mature evergreen hedges flank the entry. A paver path with a moderate
incline built in 2012 (replacing an earlier paved walk) leads from the front property line and gravel area
adjacent to the road up to the front entry. Otherwise the property is open lawn.
Exterior
The Haverhill Library, completed in 1840, is a seven-bay-wide, double-pile deep, two-story brick building
in the Greek Revival style.
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Figure II- 12: West and Front (south) elevations, showing original fenestration including blind
windows, original lintels and sills, denticulated cornice, and original front entry with sidelights,
transom, and granite surround. Alumni Hall is partially visible at right.
Built originally as a five-bay-wide building, the westerly two bays were added in the 1870s to provide
additional fire-proof vault rooms for record storage. The brick bond is predominantly American or
Common bond but with an occasional Flemish bond course.7 The building is a characteristic example of a
form and style of institutional and public building erected in towns and cities throughout New England in
the middle decades of the nineteenth century.
The rectangular main block rises from granite block underpinnings to a side-gabled, Vermont purple slate
clad roof. Each gable end features interior double brick chimneys with a spanning parapet. An additional
original interior brick chimney, located on the original west gable end, rises above the front roof slope. It
appears that the double chimneys were primarily to provide symmetry on the exterior as not all had operable
flues.

Each elevation has multiple American or Common bond courses (all stretchers) with a Flemish Bond course
(alternating headers and stretchers), every eight to fourteenth course, depending on the elevation and location. This
pattern is used on all four elevations and in both phases of construction. The bricks of the original section are
thinner than those on the rear elevation of the 1877 addition such that only five or so stretcher courses are used for
every six or so stretcher courses in the older section.

7
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Figure II- 13: East and north (rear) elevations, original lintels and sills, louvre in gable end, and
rear door sidelights and granite lintel
The building exterior retains its historic footprint and massing, brick walls and chimneys, slate roof, original
front entry treatment of a granite surround and inset door opening (though not the original door) flanked by
sidelights and a five-light transom; rear entry treatment (granite lintel and sidelights though not the original
door); granite window lintels and sills and underpinnings; original window openings and original or historic
6/6 wood sash windows; blind window openings; brick denticulated cornice on the façade, molded rear
cornice, and plain brick cornice returns; triangular louvred opening in the gable ends; pintels for wood
window shutters or iron shutters (only for the windows in the original northeast vaults); and iron ties.
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Interior
The Haverhill Library, as first built, consisted of a center stair hall with a full-depth room on the west side
and a pair of differently sized rooms on the east side, on each floor. Only the southeast and west rooms had
operable chimney flues. The unfinished attic, which spans the width of the building, is accessed by a ceiling
hatch in the second-floor hall.

Figure II- 14: Center stair hall with original stairway, balustrade, and wide board flooring
With the 1877 addition, a second full-depth room was added on the west end. A historic heating stove, a
“Daisy” model (patented in 1876) manufactured by Union Stove Company of New York remains connected
to the west face of the original southwest chimney (now an interior chimney). Other than the addition of a
small lavatory under the stairs on the first floor, the historic plan remains intact on both floors.
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Figure II- 15: 1877 two-story vault addition, first floor
The majority of finishes in the first-floor rooms (except those in the lavatory) are largely original or historic
and include brick interior walls (some with a lath and plaster coating); tin, plaster, or brick ceilings (plus a
granite slab ceiling in the first-floor northeast vault); stairs and first- and second-floor balustrades (thin
round balusters, thin newel posts, and round railing); Greek Revival door and window trim (fluted and
corner blocks); paneled window reveals; molded baseboards and chair rails in some locations; granite sills
into the northeast vaults; wide-board flooring in the first-floor hall, possibly the first-floor middle room,
second-floor hall, southeast, and middle rooms (painted on the second floor); cementitious floors in the
second-floor northeast vault and first- and second-floor west vaults; iron doors and hardware in the vaults;
pintels on window openings in west vaults on both floors; interior iron window shutters in the west vaults;
and two later nineteenth-century stoves or heaters (both likely installed in 1877), one in the second-floor
southeast room with a late nineteenth-century Queen Anne/Colonial Revival light-colored brick inset. Two
original six-panel doors remain in place on the second floor; the others have been removed and are stored
in the upper northeast vault, as are some removed iron doors and shutters. The unfinished attic retains much
of its original and/or historic roof framing and roof-sheathing boards.
Primary Character-Defining Features
Since its completion in 1840 and expansion in 1877, the Haverhill Library, has retained a majority of its
character-defining features on the exterior and interior. The 1877 addition not only occurred more than
fifty years ago but resembles the original masonry construction, window opening configuration, sash and
trim detailing, and chimney configuration. The building retains a majority of character-defining features
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of an 1840s brick building constructed in the Greek Revival style in a shire town in New Hampshire and
more significantly as a county offices and fireproof records storage building.
The following are elements that should be maintained or replaced in kind in any future repair, renovation,
or rehabilitation of the building:
Exterior Character-Defining Features

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall building form, massing, and fenestration patterns including blind window
openings
All surviving framing elements from original and 1877 construction
Original and 1877 masonry construction (exterior and interior walls, double and single
brick chimneys, dry-stacked stone and brick foundation and granite block underpinnings,
granite lintels and sills, front entry surround, rear entry lintel, brick denticulated front
cornice, brick cornice returns, and rear cornice brick detailing)
Roof form (side gable) and slate roofing
Original and 1877 fenestration (window and door openings)
Front entry Greek Revival styled casing, side lights, transom, and rear entry casing and
side lights
Original and historic 6/6 double-hung wood sash windows and shutters (the latter now in
storage)
Triangular wood louvres in gable ends
All decorative trim (granite, brick)
Front granite step

Interior Character-Defining Features

•

•

First-floor original and 1877 plan and historical materials (lath and plastered and
unplastered brick interior walls, brick and granite ceilings in first and second-floor vaults,
tin ceilings in Main Room and Southeast Room, Greek Revival window and door trim
with fluting and corner blocks, paneled window reveals, pintels and iron shutters,
baseboards, six-panel Greek Revival doors and hardware, iron doors and hardware, brick
fireplace and stoves, wide board pine flooring, cementitious floors in vaults, granite
thresholds in vaults)
o Stair hall and stairway (stairs, balustrade, newel posts)
o Children’s Room/Southeast Room
o Children’s Vault/Northeast Vault
o Main Room/Middle Room
o Adult Vault/West Vault
Second-floor plan and historical materials
o Upper Stair hall and balustrade and newel posts
o Meeting Room/Upper Southeast Room
o Small vault/boiler room/Upper Northeast Vault
o Office and storage room/Upper Middle Room
o Storage vault/Upper West Vault
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Non-Character-Defining Features
Exterior

•

Front and rear entry doors

•

Combination storm windows

Interior

•

All modern wall partitions, woodwork, ceiling and floor finishes, restroom and restroom
fixtures, electrical fixtures, and heating which date to the last quarter of the twentieth
century or later
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Figure III-1: Site Survey (Not to Scale)
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The Haverhill Library Association Building in Haverhill Center needs exterior and interior repair and
restoration, re-organized program space, basic mechanical, electrical and plumbing updates, as well as
accessibility improvements to better serve its community. The library stands in the historic town center,
next to the Haverhill Commons. The exterior of the building is in fair condition, with both the masonry
and slate roof in need of significant repair. The library functions on the first floor of the building. The firstfloor framing is undersized for its current loading requirements and needs repair and reinforcement. The
second floor of the library is currently used as an Office with Large Vault Storage for the Haverhill Historic
Society, a Reading Room, as well as a boiler and storage room in the smaller original second floor vault.
The egress is not sufficient and there is no wheelchair accessibility to this floor, and no bathroom facilities
other than the non-ADA compliant water closet under the stair at the first floor. Public use of the second
floor is not allowed, as the level is reached by a single stair and has only one means of egress. To restore
public use of this floor, two means of stair egress are required by NH State Building Code, including
International Existing Building Code, and NFPA 101 Life Safety Code. The second floor retains much of
its original character defining features and is a space which the community would like to appreciate again
for meetings, workshops and other library programming.

Figure III-8: View of Haverhill Library Association looking East.

SITE INSPECTION
The Haverhill Library Association is located at 67 Court Street at tax map 208, parcel 42, in the town of
Haverhill, NH. As outlined in the Town of Haverhill Zoning Ordinance, the lot is located District 1-
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Figure III-9 View of Haverhill Library Association looking West toward Haverhill Common

Haverhill Corner Historic District as listed in the National Register of Historic Places on 27 August 1987.
The site is 0.26 acres and has 95 feet of street frontage and is 106.41 feet long. It contains a single 3000 SF
building which houses the existing library. There are several unmarked parking spaces that run parallel to
Court Street. There are no driveways, or driveway cuts. The site is an existing non-conforming site, in terms
of the Haverhill Zoning Ordinance criteria:
The district is zoned as residential, and the use as a Library is not specifically listed in the permitted uses
by special exception, but can be considered to fall under several of the listed categories allowed by “special
exception”, including community center, multi-use, and facilities of non-profit and governmental
organizations. The lot size is 0.26 acres where 1.0 acre is required by the zoning ordinance. The existing
road frontage is 95 feet, while zoning requires 150 feet. The required building setbacks are fifty feet to the
front, thirty feet to the sides, and fifteen feet to the rear, although exceptions are allowed of up to 15 feet at
side and 20 feet at the rear. The historic building footprint do not appear to comply with the current front
setback requirements, nor do its historic neighbors. See approximate site plan, figure III-2. Property lines
were verified in 2017, and a survey is attached in the appendix. Maximum height allowed by the Zoning
Ordinance is thirty-five feet, which is the approximate height of the chimney gable walls at the Haverhill
Library Association building. There are four off-street parking spaces (nine feet by twenty feet) that fit
along the ninety-five foot length of the road frontage. Zoning requires one space for each two (2) anticipated
patrons or employees on the premises at the same time. Based on the occupancy load of the building,
additional parking spaces would be required to meet zoning requirements.
Site Utilities
The property is served by a municipal water service. The existing septic system was installed in 1959, with
the sewer line and drywell replaced in the late 1980s. The septic system includes a round metal septic
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treatment tank, about ten feet from the center of the rear of the building, with a PVC vent mounted vertically
on that rear wall, next to the back door. There is a fifteen-foot long bermace septic pipe that leads to a
concrete block holding tank in the rear yard. The treatment tank is rusted, in poor condition and needs to
be replaced. A licensed septic designer has noted a simple replacement of the tank is permissible without
application to the state for a permit to update the current system if any significant renovations to the building
are made. The electrical service is presumed to be underground running from the utility pole, with an
unfortunate location centered on the primary facade at the street, to a meter mounted on the west side of the
building. There is a buried propane tank in the rear yard that services the boiler and hot water radiators in
the building. Site lighting is provided by building mounted flood lights on the front and rear of the building,
above the door openings. There is also a pole mounted lantern to the west side of the front stoop. Electrical
wiring was last done in 1980, according to the 1981 HLA Annual Meeting Minutes, and should be updated
to meet the current National Electrical Code requirements.
Soils, Drainage and Landscaping
Web soil survey indicates the soil around the library as being 334 Pittstown loam on a “b” slope (3-8%)
and has an average seasonal high-water table of 18” to 36”. Soils tests would need to be performed to
verify the water table on the lot. No test pits have been dug, but water table is assumed to be within 6 feet
of finish grade. The property is not in the 100-year flood plain. Stormwater runoff sheet drains from all
sides of the property onto adjacent properties. The perimeter of the building has no drip edge and is not
effective in fully draining moisture away from its damp foundation. A drip edge and foundation drain should
be incorporated. The concrete slab on the east gable end should be removed to make way for the drip edge.
There is a newer accessible brick path to an original granite slab at the front door, which gently slopes to
the historic granite stoop from the street level. The slope and surface of this ramp appears to meet
accessibility requirements. There is a hedge to either side of the front door, that does not exist in older
photos of the building. Hedges should be removed, as they trap moisture on the brick façade, and are in
the way of a proper drip edge location under the roof eave. There are two large trees on the east side of the
walkway, the largest and closest to the building is a maple tree that appears to be diseased and in poor
condition. Given its proximity to the historic brick building with slate roof, it should be removed as a
precautionary measure.
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Figure III-10: View of Haverhill Library Association Primary Facade

Figure III-11: Primary façade, West Addition
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EXTERIOR INSPECTION - SOUTH PRIMARY FACADE
The Primary front façade is south-facing with original architectural features remaining in varying states of
condition. It is a classic Greek Revival style brick, two stories tall with Flemish and common bond brick
coursing with an eave entablature of denticulated cornice (figures III-9, 10). The building was constructed
in 1840 as five bays wide by three bays deep, perfectly symmetrical, with a centered front door. The gable
ends are triangular masonry walls with a double chimney parapet wall that rises above the roof. In 1877, a
two-bay addition was built on the west side of the building to provide larger fireproof vaults for the county
records. The gable end wall was reconstructed, or relocated, to the end of the addition, and has the same
brick as the original building. The infill on the south and north walls of the addition is constructed of a
different brick, a better match was used on the front of the building than on the back, but it is still a
noticeably different color, even if the brick sizes and coursing align on the primary facade (see figures III11, 12). Mason Russ Wilcox noted that the infill brick on the front façade appeared to date from the 1840s
or 50s, while the brick of the original building appeared to date from the 1820s. The original mortar joints
are thin and slightly raked. There appear to be four different kinds of mortar throughout the primary façade
from various repairs and repointing through the years, and much of it is not a good match to the historic
mortar material, color or joint style. A single chimney remains at the original gable wall location, which
penetrates the front side of the slate roof and needs repair and repointing (see figure III-27).
Two of the front windows in this 1877 addition are bricked in place, recessed within a wood window
surround that matched the other windows, and were built so, for symmetry, with their shutters hung in the
closed position. The windows on the primary facade are double hung painted wood sash with a six over
six muntin pattern. The windows in the west two-thirds of the building appear to be older than in the east
one-third, which may be late nineteenth century, based on muntin profile, but all windows appear to be
historic. Library trustees report that the original wood window sash and frames were repaired and repainted
in 2017 and they appear in good condition. Exterior storm windows date from the 1980s and appear in
good condition. The masonry window openings are in fair condition with varying states of deteriorating
mortar and broken brick at the jambs. Some windows have settled in place and left cracked and broken
bricks, formerly repaired with Portland Cement (see figure III-13). There are stains of mold on the brick
where the shutters were hung, which is quite noticeable (see figure III-12). The windows have granite sills
and lintels, and iron hinges and stay hardware remaining in place from the original wood shutters.
The second-floor window lintels project from the wall with the brick cornice, just below the projecting
denticulated cornice at the roof eave. There are many damaged bricks in this entablature, due to water
infiltration from the roof edge, especially at the snow guard and gutter over the front door, both of which
should be removed and reconsidered. (See figures III-11, 28) The granite lintels of the windows are 4 brick
courses tall with half brick bearing to each side of the window opening, while the granite sills are two brick
courses tall, and align with the masonry jambs. There is staining and / or efflorescence on the bricks below
each of the granite windowsills. The mortar joints between the windowsill and bricks below are in poor
condition. It may have been repaired with a sealant or substance in the seventies which could have caused
the staining, or perhaps some lead flashing under the sill could have caused the staining, although no
flashing is evident from visual inspection. The granite face stone at the base of the building is in remarkably
straight and good condition. Some of the mortar joints have been replaced over time with Portland cement
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and should be corrected. There are also green algae stains on the granite base, which should be cleaned
from the face.
The entry opening has a granite lintel that is seven brick courses tall supported by a flush granite block
frame on each side, with an inset frame of three-quarter sidelights and transom all with their original muntin
configuration. The frame of the entry components comes together at the intersections with a bulls-eye motif
(see figure III-14). Though the sashes are original, many panes of glass have been replaced over the years
and there is there is not much original glass remaining on the windows or door surrounds throughout the
building. The front door itself was replaced in 2006 and is currently a 6-panel painted wood door with an
accessible lever door handle. Early drawings of the building (fig. II-7) suggest a 4-panel door was
incorporated in the original design of the entry. Above the front door, a flood light has been installed through
the historic brick wall, which ought to be removed and site lighting reconsidered. The front granite stoop,
which originally stepped down from the entry, was raised to be level with the door threshold has iron rails
attached to either side, which were not original to the building, but added with the lantern pole light
sometime before the 1983 photograph (image on report cover). They are likely a safety feature for the
slippery surface of the granite stoop in the winter. There is also a book drop and salt bucket storage outside
the front door, alternate locations for both should be considered in the planned rehabilitation.

Figure III-12: Primary façade, West Addition

Figure III-13: Primary façade, Staining at Windows
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Figure III-14: Primary façade, Entry and Staining at Windows
EAST GABLE FACADE

The east façade of the building is the original gable end, in its original location. It has three bays of
windows, the front two bays of windows being double hung windows of the same size and detail as on the
primary elevation. One difference however is that the granite sills of the brick openings on both gable
façades extend past the masonry jamb the same distance as the lintels, which is not the case on the front
façade of the building. The rear bay of window openings on the east façade are recessed brick, in a different
detail than on the primary façade. These bricked openings are recessed, but not within a wood frame as
they are on the south and west facades. It does not appear shutters were ever planned for this location,
likely not considered a primary location when it was built. These bricked openings are located on the
outside of the original fireproof vault location at the first and second floors of northeast corner of the
building. At the top of the gable parapet wall is a large triangular louver, just below the roof line. It has a
granite sill that does not extend past the masonry opening, and a rowlock course topped by a stretcher course
of brick, framing the top of the triangle. The louvers are painted wood and divided into a framework as
pictured in figure III-15. Beyond the wood louvers, much of the triangle is bricked in, with a much smaller
triangular masonry opening into the attic at the very top of the overall louver design. The wood louvers are
in fair condition, with some damaged sections and missing slats. They need to be repaired and refinished.
Above the triangular louver, the brick chimneys and parapet wall extend and are capped with what appears
to be pieces of slate flagstone. These pieces appear to be missing their mortared connections, likely
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allowing water into the top of the brick wall. Below the chimneys, the slate roofing extends to the edge of
the gable wall and is laid on an angled mortar bed over top of the angled brick edge. Where the gable
intersects the wall, there is a projecting eave cornice return detail on each side (figure III-16). In 2010, the
brick wall above the triangular louver was rebuilt as it was beginning to collapse. Original bricks were
reused or replaced in kind. The outside wythe was leaning 9” out, with brick falling to the ground below,
while the inside wythe was leaning about 3” out. Areas below the reconstruction are still a bit out of plumb,
but not to the extent that the parapet wall was. It appears that the building sustained some seismic
disturbance based on the size of the crack above the southern-most second floor window. Large gaps were
filled with Portland cement presumably in the 1970s, and this mortar should be removed and corrected.
There is also dark discoloration under large sections of the southernmost chimney, which appears to be
moisture and creosote staining leaching through to the outer surface of the brick and should be cleaned with
the chimney flues inside inspected. The chimney was apparently open for many years which allowed for
this damage to occur. The chimney was capped ten years ago at the time of the parapet repairs. On this east
façade, there is also mold where the shutters had been located, and staining under the granite window sills,
like on the primary façade, which has a hard surface, different than efflorescence, which may be some kind
of lead deposit from flashings that are not visible from the exterior. The base of this façade is granite and,
like the front façade has green algae stains to be removed. There is an opening in the granite for a window
into the crawlspace, which has a granite header that projects up into the brick coursing. The window is not
aligned with those above. It is very close to the grade and allows moisture into the crawlspace. It appears
that concrete had been placed at the base of the window at some point, which should be removed for a drip

Figure III-15: East Gable Facade
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edge and foundation piping around the building. Consideration should be given to this detail in the
remediation. There is also a concrete slab at the base of this facade, that may have supported an oil tank at
some point. It should also be removed.

Figure III-16: East Gable Façade Detail of Portland Cement Mortar Repairs

NORTH REAR FACADE
The north façade is the rear of the building and was detailed and constructed as such, with fewer character
defining features. The eastern side of the rear façade has two smaller 6 over 6 double hung windows,
roughly 50 percent the area of the other window openings. They have no granite sills or lintels, just a
simple brick opening. There are iron pintle hinges at the left side of the windows about 4” from the masonry
opening, where single leaf iron fireproof shutters had presumably been hung. These windows were smaller
due to the functionality of the fireproof vaults on the other side of the wall. The windows are painted wood
sash, recently restored with exterior storm windows in good condition. Above the second-floor windows
are two iron tension rod fittings. The iron rod ties, which appear to be original to the structure, prevent the
arched brick ceiling of the second-floor vault from spreading the masonry walls that support it. Above the
iron ties, is a brick entablature, a simplified version of what is on the front façade, without the denticulated
cornice. At this bay of the rear, there is also gas piping that runs horizontally and then vertically up the wall,
exposed to the second floor where it enters the building and feeds the boiler, which is located in the small
vault room of the second floor. There is also a black plate to the boiler flue and a flood light at this location.
Reconsideration should be given to the location of the mechanical room in the rehabilitation project. In the
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original center of the façade is a door opening the same width as and directly across from the front door
opening. This door is framed by a granite lintel and brick returns at the sides. It has three-quarter sidelights
on either side of an 8-panel door, but no transom above the door, as it does on the front façade. The trim
has less detail, and no fluting or bulls eye motifs as there are on the front entry framing components. There
is a step down to a granite stoop which has algae growth. There is no second-floor window in the central
bay, above the front door, as there is on the front of the building. Immediately to the right of the door is a
gray conduit entering the building and a white PVC septic tank vent, which runs halfway up the height of
the wall. Further west are two pairs of windows on the first and second floor, the same size and directly
across from those on the primary façade. In the added vault wing is another window at the first and second
floor, which does not correspond to either of the masonry openings on the front façade of the vault addition.
All of the first and second story windows across the rear of the building have simple brick openings with
header-oriented brick laid across the top, and none of the larger windows reveal any evidence of shutter
hangers or stays. There is a crawlspace window that opens into the added vault wing, which is cut through
the granite base stone, and has a granite lintel flush with the brick wall above. The base of the rear of the
building appears to have moisture issues, with much darker brick areas toward the bottom of the wall, and
green tinted algae on the mortar and some of the foundation. The bricks below the windowsills also have
efflorescence and/or staining on this rear façade. There are different types of mortar evident from repairs
through the years that did not use the correct mixture or color of mortar. Creating an appropriate mortar
match and repointing these areas should be considered. The added vault wing has noticeably different
brick, and obvious seams where it was pieced into the original rear wall and the end of the relocated /
reconstructed gable wall. The bricks are different sizes and are water struck, which suggests those bricks
were manufactured after the original bricks on the older portion of the building.
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Figure III-17: North Facade

Figure III-18: North Façade Vault Window, Pintle Hinges and Metal Ties
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All of the first and second story windows across the rear
of the building have simple brick openings with headeroriented brick laid across the top, and none of the larger
windows reveal any evidence of shutter hangers or
stays. There is a crawlspace window that opens into the
added vault wing, which is cut through the granite base
stone, and has a granite lintel flush with the brick wall
above. The base of the rear of the building appears to
have moisture issues, with much darker brick areas
toward the bottom of the wall, and green tinted algae
on the mortar and some of the foundation. The bricks
below the windowsills also have efflorescence and/or
staining on this rear façade. There are different types of
mortar evident from repairs through the years that did
not use the correct mixture or color of mortar. Creating
an appropriate mortar match and repointing these areas
should be considered. The added vault wing has
noticeably different brick, and obvious seams where it
was pieced into the original rear wall and the end of the
relocated / reconstructed gable wall. The bricks are
different sizes and are water struck, which suggests
those bricks were manufactured after the original bricks
on the older portion of the building.
Figure III-19: Brick Joint on North Facade

WEST GABLE FACADE
The west façade of the building is the original gable end, either reconstructed or relocated to the gable end
of the 1877 addition. It has two bays of windows, including the original wood window surround, that have
been filled in with brick As previously mentioned, the granite sills of the brick openings on both gable
façades extend past the masonry jamb the same distance as the lintels, which is not the case on the front
façade of the building. Older photographs of the building show that historic wood louvers were hung in
these four window openings, in the closed position. The openings were bricked in order to create a larger
fireproof vault at both floors of the added west bay. There are also five metal rod ties at each floor that
span horizontally across the width of the vaults inside, at both floors. These appear to be original to the
vault addition. Their function was presumably to resist the spreading forces imparted into the walls from
the masonry arched ceilings inside. At the top of the gable parapet wall is a large triangular louver, just
below the roof line, just as it is on the east facade. The brick below the triangular louver is stained dark,
perhaps from creosote leaching out of the old chimneys, or mold from water penetrating the sill of the
louvered opening. The louvered opening has a granite sill that does not extend past the masonry opening,
and a rowlock course topped by a stretcher course of brick, framing the top of the triangle. The louvers are
painted wood and divided into a framework as pictured in figure x. Beyond the wood louvers, much of the
triangle is bricked in, with a much smaller triangular masonry opening into the attic at the very top of the
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overall louver design. The wood louvers are in better condition on this façade, but still in need of repair
and refinish. Above the triangular louver, the brick chimneys and parapet wall extend and are capped with
what appears to be three pieces of slate flagstone. These pieces appear to be missing their mortared
connections, likely allowing water into the top of the brick wall, and there does appear to be efflorescence
in the courses below the slate caps. Below the chimneys, the slate roofing extends to the edge of the gable
wall and is laid on an angled mortar bed over top of the angled brick edge. Where the gable intersects the
wall, there is a projecting eave cornice return detail on each side (figure III-16). On this west façade, there
is less staining under the granite windowsills, but the bricks are still noticeably darker below the sills. The
base of this façade is granite and, like the front façade has green algae stains to be removed. There is an
opening in the granite for a window into the crawlspace, which has a granite header that projects up into
the brick coursing. The window is not aligned with those above. It is very close to the grade and allows
moisture into the crawlspace. It appears that concrete had been placed at the base of the window at some
point, which should be removed for a drip edge and
foundation piping around the building. Consideration
should be given to this detail in the remediation. There is
also an electric meter at the north corner of this façade.

Figure III-21: Triangular Louver & Brick Staining

Figure III-22: Bricked Window and Metal Ties

Figure III-20: West Facade

Figure III-23: Granite Base & Crawlspace Window
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HISTORIC WINDOW SHUTTERS

The original window shutters are in storage and in need of repair and refinishing, before being rehung on
the building. Some need replaced wood slats as well.

Figure III-24: Historic Wood Shutters in Storage

Figure III-25: Historic Wood Shutters in Storage

Figure III-26: Historic Wood Shutters in Storage
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SLATE ROOF

Issues and problems appear more copious on the south-facing front side of the roof for several likely
reasons. This side of the roof has increased sun exposure due to orientation. Tree debris and tree shadows
are likely causing some discoloration and mold growth on some of the slates below the branches. On both
sides of the roof, slates are broken and lifted, especially toward the western side of the building. Over the
lifespan of the building, broken slates have been replaced with the wrong color. The roof was originally a
homogenous Vermont Purple Slate. Replaced slates are black and gray/green in color and should ideally
be replaced with the correct color. There are currently missing slates around the snow guard over the front
door. There are currently separated and/or broken slates around the edges of the roof at eaves and gable
ends, which allows water to damage the masonry surfaces below. Slates are lifted out of place on western
side of roof, likely due to issues with potentially cracked and damaged board sheathing below. Lead ridge
cap and chimney flashings are likely not ‘original’ given age of buildings and ongoing repairs. A piece of
lead ridge cap is missing near the east chimney. Original metal used would have been either copper or lead,
judging by age of building.

Figure III-27: Areas of Damaged Slate Roofing

At the chimneys and gable end parapet walls, there are noticeable gaps between the sections of stone
(appears to be a slate flagstone) cap over the chimney gable wall, which is allowing water into the brick
wall, causing damage to the bricks. Wall and chimney caps need to be investigated, repaired and sealed.
In roofs of this age, the nails that hang the individual slates from the board sheathing are prone to failure,
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if they have not failed already, causing slates to fall, which has been reportedly happening with some
frequency. This is from the wear of movement of the slate against the metal of the nail. A roofer
experienced in historic slate roof repair and restoration should assess the current installation, to determine
if it is still sound. Looking at the photos, it is safe to say that over twenty percent of the slates are damaged,
loose, lifted or previously replaced with the wrong color.

Figure III-28: Missing Ridge Cap, Mold on Slate Roofing

Figure III-29: Damaged slates atop gable wall
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INTERIOR INSPECTION

The non-invasive interior inspection of the building materials revealed that remaining original features are
in predominately good condition. Original remaining flooring appears to be consistently wide pine plank
face nailed to floor joists, except at vault locations, which were built with a cementitious topping to be
fireproof. Original plaster finish remains on the brick exterior and interior hallway walls and appears to be
a 3-coat plaster system (scratch, brown and finish) on split-board wood lath with lime plaster. Plaster
cracking is evident in some locations which will be described below.
Generally, the floor structure of the building, and the existing stairs do not provide adequate life safety for
current or proposed uses. This is described in further detail below.
Crawlspace
There is a low crawlspace under the building, which is difficult to access with two feet of height between
the grade and the bottom of the floor framing. The foundations of the original building are stone, and the
floor of the crawlspace is dirt, and moist. The structural report notes that “observed portions of the interior
foundation walls were found to be underlain by a stone/mortar foundation, roughly 11” in width at the top
and 24” in width at the ground level”. It is likely that the interior foundation does not extend below grade
and may have been placed on non-structural fill. Some cracking in finishes at the upper levels may be
attributed to the settlement of these interior foundation walls.

Figure III-30: Crawlspace & interior foundation wall
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First Floor

The Children’s Vault Room at the Northeast corner of the building is a masonry room, built to be fireproof
records storage. The character defining ceiling is made from large granite slabs, which need some mortar
repointing. The masonry walls have been covered with plaster wall board but were likely unfinished brick
originally. The flooring and floor framing is not original, and was previously replaced with wood framing
and plywood, as the original floor was reportedly rotting. The unoriginal floor framing in this area needs
to be further reinforced as noted in the Structural Report in the Appendix. The floor finish in this room is
wall to wall carpet. There is a masonry opening into this room with an iron plate header and a stone sill.
There are pintle hinges on either side of the door jamb for iron panel fireproof doors, which are currently
stored upstairs. There is a smaller double-hung window in this room, with a simpler wood and plaster
surround, and no decorative trim. There is a large hot water baseboard radiator along the west wall of the
room, that conflicts with the bookshelves, which line the west, north and east walls of the room. There are
surface mounted outlet strips on the north and south walls of the room where wall sconce lighting is powered
with exposed wiring. The room is over-crowded with furnishings and shelves and does not have ADA
space clearances around the furnishings.

Figure III-31: Granite Ceiling of Original First Floor Vault

The Children’s Room at the Southeast corner of the building is comprised of masonry walls all around, that
have a plaster finish. The character-defining ceiling is pressed metal with cornice and may have been
installed when the west vaults were added as they were first sold in North America in the 1870s. The tin
ceiling is damaged in a couple of locations due to new and relocated light fixtures. The flooring and floor
framing has been replaced with more modern wood framing and plywood, as the original floor was
reportedly rotting. The unoriginal floor joists in this area needs to be further reinforced as noted in the
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Structural Report. The floor finish is carpet. The four windows in this room have classic wood paneled
reveals. The wood window and door architraves are fluted with bulls-eye corner blocks, a Greek-Revival
motif that carries throughout the woodwork on the interior of the original building. There is a large hot
water baseboard radiator along the west and north wall of the room, that conflicts with the bookshelves.
Bookshelves line each wall of the room, with free-standing shelves in the middle of the room as well.
Electrical conduits are surface mounted on the walls and ceilings for devices and light fixtures.

Figure III-32: Children’s Room looking East

Figure III-33: Children’s Room looking North into Vault
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Figure III-35: Children’s Room Shelving and Radiator

Figure III-36: Typical Greek Revival Interior Trim
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The Entry Stair Hall in the center of the building is defined by masonry load-bearing walls to either sides,
that have a character-defining original plaster finish, along with the ceiling. Throughout the main hall are
surface mounted electrical conduits on walls and ceilings for outlets, switches, fire alarm and light fixtures.
The flooring is original historic wide plank pine with face nails and clear finish. The floor framing consists
of original 4x6 sawn timbers at twenty inches on center, which are in fair condition according to the
structural report in the Appendix. The door openings have the fluted trim detail with bulls-eye corner blocks.
There is a large hot water baseboard radiator along the east wall of the hall. There is an original wood
staircase up to the second floor on the west wall of the room. It has painted wood treads and risers, with a
slip preventative surface applied to the treads. The rounded wood newel posts, railing and balusters are
entirely painted and original to the building. There is a partition wall below the stair, which encloses a very
small Powder Room (added in the 1950s) toward the rear of the stair hall. The powder room is much too
small, incapable of meeting any ADA accessibility requirements. It also has an opening cut into its masonry
wall into the Main Stacks room on the other side. This was reportedly done to keep the pipes from freezing.

Figure III-37: Stair at Entry Hall

Figure III-38: Stair Hall

The Main Circulation Room is the original west room of the building, prior to the 1877 addition of the
vaults. It is comprised of masonry walls with a plaster finish. The character-defining ceiling is pressed
metal with cornice and may have been installed when the west vaults were added as they were first sold in
North America in the 1870s. The tin ceiling is damaged in a couple of locations due to added light fixtures.
Throughout the room are surface mounted electrical conduit on walls and ceilings for outlets, switches, fire
alarm and light fixtures. The flooring finish is wall to wall carpeting, and we expect that underneath the
carpet is linoleum over the original wide plank pine boards with face nails. The floor framing consists of
original 4x6 sawn timbers at twenty-nine inches on center, which has deflected and needs to be reinforced
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as noted in the structural report in the Appendix. The four windows in this room have classic wood paneled
reveals. The wood window and door architraves are fluted with bulls-eye corner blocks. There is a large
hot water baseboard radiator along the north wall of the room, that is mostly blocked by furnishings.
Bookshelves line each wall of the room, and there are free-standing shelves in the middle of the room as
well. Shelving is pulling away from the western wall of the room, as shown in figure III-40, due the
overloaded floor structure.

Figure III-38: Main Circulation Room with Pressed Metal Ceiling

Figure III-40: Shelving / Floor Deflection

Figure III-41: Radiator, Crowding, Main Circulation Room
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Figure III-42: Main Circulation Room and Circulation Desk

The Adult Vault Room is located at the westernmost end of the building, which was added to the original
structure in 1877. This room has brick walls and a brick vaulted ceiling with a painted finish. There are 5
original painted metal ties that were installed to resist the spreading forces imparted into the walls from the
masonry arched ceilings. Throughout the room are surface mounted electrical conduit on walls and ceilings
for outlets, switches, fire alarm and light fixtures. There is a large hot water baseboard radiator at the north
wall. The flooring finish is wall to wall carpeting, and we expect that underneath the carpet is linoleum and
plywood, as rotted plywood was observed at the northwest corner where a section of carpet was pulled up.
The floor probably originally had a cement slab poured over the wood plank subfloor as is the case at the
second-floor vault. Further investigation is needed to see if any of the originally cementitious coating
remains below the newer plywood subfloor. Bookshelves line the room and are also free standing in the
center of the room. The floor framing consists of original 4x8 sawn timbers at nineteen inches on center,
but not all of it was easily seen. Given the deflection apparent in the room, and the observed rotted plywood,
some rot or other damage is assumed in the framing members and needs to be better inspected from above.
The room originally had iron shutters on pintle hinges at the two window openings and on either side of the
door opening into the Main Circulation Room. Those shutters still exist in storage, though not installed in
their original locations.
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Figure III-43: Adult Vault, Looking North

Figure III-44: Adult Vault Looking South

Figure III-45: Adult Vault Radiator, Conduit
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Second Floor

The Small Vault Boiler & Storage Room at the Northeast corner of the building is a masonry room,
originally built to be fireproof records storage. This room has brick walls and a brick vaulted ceiling with
a painted finish. There are two painted metal ties that were installed to resist the spreading forces imparted
into the walls from the masonry arched ceiling. Throughout the room are surface mounted electrical
conduit on walls for outlets, switches, mechanical equipment and fire alarm and light fixtures. There is also
copper piping and a manifold exposed on the west wall, near to a gas fired boiler that has flues running
through the exterior north wall of the building. The floor has a cement coating, presumably covering the
granite slabs seen from below. The flooring is about 3” higher than the adjacent flooring in the meeting
room. There is a masonry opening into this room with an iron plate header and a stone threshold. There are
pintle hinges on either side of the door jamb for iron panel fireproof doors, which are hung in their original
position and painted, unlike the other doors and shutters in storage. There is a smaller double-hung window
in this room, with no decorative trim. The room is over-crowded with storage around the mechanical
equipment which lacks any clearances for serviceability or fire protection.

Figure III-46: Upstairs Vault / Mechanical

Figure III-47: Vault Boiler Flue

The Meeting Room at the Southeast corner of the building is comprised of masonry walls all around, that
have a plaster finish. The ceiling finish is also plaster. The ceiling is damaged in a couple of locations due
to former leaks at the attic. The flooring is original plank flooring, face nailed and painted. The four
windows in this room have classic wood paneled reveals. The wood window and door architraves are fluted
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with bulls-eye corner blocks. There is a six-panel interior wood door to the stair hall, and a painted iron
shutter on pintle hinges to the vault. A historic character-defining brick and metal stove is centered between
the windows on the east wall, which was likely coal-burning and is no longer in use. There is surface
mounted electrical conduit on walls and ceilings for fire alarm, outlets, switches and light fixture. There is
a large hot water baseboard radiator along the west and north walls of the room.

Figure III-50: Reading Room to Vault

Figure III-48: Reading Room

Figure III-51: Reading Room Ceiling and Door to Hall

Figure III-49: Reading Room Historic Stove

Figure III-52: Door Sill at Reading Room to Vault
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The Stair Hall in the center of the building is comprised of masonry load-bearing walls to either sides, that
have a plaster finish. The ceiling has a plaster finish, and an access hatch to the attic. Throughout the stair
hall are surface mounted electrical conduits on walls and ceilings for outlets, switches, fire alarm and light
fixtures. The two door openings have the fluted trim detail with bulls-eye corners, and the original six-panel
interior doors. There is only one double-hung window at the front of the hall which has classic wood paneled
reveals. The wood window and door architraves are fluted with bulls-eye corner blocks. With only one
window and one light fixture, the rear of the hall is quite dark, and would need additional lighting source
for public occupancy of the second floor. The floor is original wood plank with face nails and painted finish.
The floorboards are separating around the door sills, indicating settlement of the interior bearing walls to
either side of the central hall. Plaster cracks in the walls around these doors are also indicative of the settling
foundations. There is a historic rounded wood newel post at the top of the stair, with railing and balusters
around the stair opening that appear original. The stair railing components are entirely painted.

Figure III-53: Upstairs Hall

Figure III-54: Upstairs Hall Door Sill
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Figure III-55: Upstairs Hall Door to Office, Cracking at Wall

Figure III-57: Second Floor Office to Vault

Figure III-56: Second Floor Office

The Haverhill Historic Society Office is in the room at the
original west end of the building, prior to the 1877 addition
of the vaults. The walls are masonry with a plaster. The
ceiling finish is also plaster, and in good condition. The
plaster walls have some cracking around the chimney flue,
windows and doors. The four windows in this room have
the classic, character-defining wood paneled flared
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surrounds. The wood window and wood door trim have the fluted trim detail with bulls-eye corner blocks.
There is a six-panel interior wood door to the stair hall, and a painted iron door on pintle hinges to the vault.
Doors, windows and trims appear in good condition. The floor is original wide board with face nails and
painted finish. There is a large hot water baseboard radiator at the north wall.
The Vault Storage Room is located at the westernmost end of the building, which was added to the original
structure in 1877. This room has brick walls and a brick vaulted ceiling with a painted finish. There are 5
painted metal ties that were installed to resist the spreading forces imparted into the walls from the masonry
arched ceilings. There is surface mounted conduit on the ceilings for fluorescent light fixtures, and a large
hot water baseboard radiator at the east wall. The flooring finish appears to be an original cement coating
of roughly 3” in height poured atop what we assume to be a wood-framed plank sub-floor. There is a historic
character defining coal-burning stove in the room, that ties into the original chimney of the building. The
metal stove is named “Daisy” model, as manufactured by Union Stove Works, New York Patented 1876..
The vault still has character-defining iron shutters on pintle hinges at the two window openings and on
either side of the door opening into the large office room. Metal storage shelving lines the room and the
interior of the room is filled with storage boxes and artifacts.

Figure III-58: Iron Door at Vault

Figure III-59: Historic “Daisy” Stove at Vault
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Figure III-60: View of Vault, looking North with original iron shutters, and ties.

Figure III-61: View of Vault, looking South, with original iron ties and shutters on pintle hinges
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Attic

The attic floor and roof framing is a braced timber frame structure with framing bents, and appears to be in
good condition, supporting historic board roof sheathing above it. At each transverse interior masonry wall
location, is a timber roof truss, supporting longitudinal purlins to which common rafters were applies. There
is also diagonal bracing between the trusses and the purlins. Some of the roof frame and sheathing boards
are not original (see figure III-63) as some of the roof collapsed sometime in the 1970s. Ceiling framing
runs between the trussed frames as well and appears to be rough sawn 4x8s at similar spacing to the floor
framing below. The brick gable ends appeared to be in good condition from the interior. Photos and
observations were taken from the access hatch at the ceiling of the second-floor hallway. There is blownin insulation on the attic floor. There is also visible knob and tube wiring, which does not appear to be in
use, but that should be
further investigated as part
of
the
building
rehabilitation.
The attic
appeared dry, but there was
evidence of former leaking.
There was also evidence of
rodent activity in the attic.

Figure III-62: Timber Roof Framing in Attic: Truss, Purlins, Common Rafters.
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Figure III-63: View of Gable Wall from Attic, Roof Board Sheathing over Common Rafters.

Figure III-64: View of Attic toward West Gable, with Chimney in Foreground.
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It is recommended that all work to the Haverhill Library Association be undertaken in accordance with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (Appendix A). There are four different treatment
approaches under the guidelines of the Secretary of the Interior: Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration,
and Reconstruction. Because this building has evolved over time and is being repurposed for a new public
use of the second floor, the Standards for Rehabilitation are the most appropriate guidelines to use for the
building. These Standards acknowledge the need to alter and add to historic properties to meeting
continuing or changing use while maintaining the property’s historic character.
The recommendations listed in this report provide a list of building improvements organized in two phases
of work, the first phase being the repair and preservation of the existing historic building, and the second
phase including an addition for a stair and elevator that will allow public access to the second floor and
expanded library programming, the need for which was outlined in the attached 2018 report by Patience
Jackson, Library Building Consultant, and renowned Finegold Alexander Architects. The recommended
design will preserve an important historic landmark in Haverhill, and also increase library programming
spaces with the use of the second floor, allowing for increased shelving and collection storage, public
meeting room, and support spaces such as accessible restrooms and a basement mechanical room.
Recommendations for rehabilitation are outlined below, by Phase of Work. For graphic depictions of the
recommendations, please refer to the Recommendation Drawings, pages IV-74-80.
Many of the documents supporting these recommendations can be found in the Appendices at the end of
this report. Included in the Appendices are the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation
(Appendix A), website links to relevant Preservation Briefs (Appendix B), Structural Engineer’s Report on
First Floor Framing (Appendix C), Roof Repair Proposal (Appendix D), Masonry Repair Proposal
(Appendix E) 2018 Haverhill Library Association Report & Recommendations (Appendix F), and History
of Haverhill Corner District from the National Register Nomination (Appendix G).
PHASE 1 - REPAIR AND PRESERVATION OF HISTORIC BUILDING EXTERIOR
•

Clean Historic Granite Foundations & Repair Crawlspace Windows - The granite face stone
of the original building will be examined and cleaned of algae. Historic granite face stones will be
repointed on an as-needed basis.

•

Clean & Repair Historic Brick & Mortar– Repair and clean exterior brick on all facades. Repoint
historic mortar where needed, including former Portland Cement and other mortar repairs that do
not meet the standards. New mortar shall match the historic mortar in color, texture, and
chemical makeup, and new mortar joints will be made to match the existing. All work to be
performed in accordance with National Park Service Preservation Brief 1: Assessing
Cleaning and Water-Repellent Treatments for Historic Masonry Buildings, and Preservation
Brief 2: repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Brick Buildings.

•

Repair Historic Chimney – The remaining brick chimney that rises above the roof at the original
west wall location will need to be repointed in accordance with National Park Service Preservation
Brief 2: repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Brick Buildings. New mortar shall match the
historic mortar in color, texture, and chemical makeup.
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•

Repair Historic Slate Roofing, Decking and Associated Flashings– The existing historic slate
roofing is poor condition and in need of repair. Some unoriginal slate of a different color, as well
as many damaged slates need to be replaced. The board sheathing below is also in need of repair
or leveling given the appearance of the slate on the exterior. Roofing shall be removed such that
substrate can be examined and repaired as needed. Given the water damage at the attic, care will
be taken to ensure that historic board sheathing is in good condition and repaired as necessary prior
to historic slate roofing being reapplied. Metal ridge cap and flashings will also be reinstalled.
Gutters and snow guards will be removed. Where the severity of damage to the slate pieces requires
replacement, the new material shall match the old in terms of design, color, texture, and
materials. All work is to be performed in accordance with the National Park Service
Preservation Brief 29: The Repair, Replacement and Maintenance of Historic Slate Roofs.

•

Repair Historic Wood Shutters and Triangular Attic Louvers, Window & Door Surrounds –
Inspect all exterior wood window shutters, triangular attic louvers, window & door surrounds for
rot and other forms of damage. Repair where possible to minimize replacement and replace to
match the existing material in terms of design, color, texture, and material. Prior to painting, ensure
that surface is completely clean of dirt and grime and remove any loose paint by light scraping and
hand sanding. Where required, additional sanding by mechanical means may occur in the most
sensitive fashion possible and at a minimum to remove unstable paint. If hand sanding for purposes
of surface preparation has been unproductive or is too large to consider hand-sanding a randomorbital disk-sander may be used.1 The use of pressure-washing is NOT recommended in historic
buildings. Refinish all surfaces to match the existing. All work is to be performed in accordance
with the National Park Service Preservation Brief 10: Exterior Paint Problems on Historic
Woodwork.

•

Exterior Building Lighting – Remove exterior flood lights from historic brick façade at north and
south side of building. Repair brick (included in brick repair cost). Furnish and exterior lantern
pole light at the rear exit.

•

Septic Tank Replacement – Remove damaged septic tank from the rear yard and replace in kind.

•

Historic Foundation Moisture Control – Remove concrete around building perimeter, at
crawlspace windows and small slab at west façade. Remove front hedges from south façade.
Remove diseased maple from south lawn which will help protect and better maintain historic slate
roof and masonry walls. A historic archaeologist will be contacted prior to any ground-disturbing
activity. Minimally excavate around foundation, to clean and repair granite face stone, and install
foundation drain, with rounded stone drip edge around perimeter of building to help move moisture
away from building and crawlspace.

Kay D. Weeks and David W. Look, AIA. Preservation Brief 10: Exterior Paint Problems on Historic Woodwork
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1982), 8.

1
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PHASE 1 - REPAIR AND PRESERVATION OF HISTORIC INTERIOR – FIRST FLOOR
•

Make Repairs to First Floor Framing – See attached structural report on first floor
framing. Repair interior foundation walls under brick interior bearing walls, by hand, in sections
from below, to stabilize the interior masonry bearing walls that are settling. Repair west vault
floor framing. Repair and/or add cement topping slab over wood framing as had existed
originally. Reinforce Circulation Room Floor Framing, as described in structural report.
Reinforce East Wing floor framing, as described in the structural report.

•

Seal & Insulate Crawlspace – Once first floor framing repair work and interior bearing wall
foundation wall is complete, seal the crawlspace floor with a plastic vapor barrier over the dirt floor
and secured to the top of the inside face of the foundation walls. Provide batt insulation over top
of the vapor barrier on the crawlspace walls and within the first-floor framing. This will prevent
further moisture from causing damage to the crawlspace and create a thermally protected area in
which to run any conduit or radiator piping between the floor joists. Crawlspace vapor barrier and
insulation will be installed in accordance with National Park Service Preservation Brief
39: Holding the Line: Controlling Unwanted Moisture in Historic Buildings and 3: Improving
Energy Efficiency in Historic Buildings.

•

Rehabilitate library shelving & radiator detail at First Floor– Remove and reconfigure
perimeter books and media shelving to be clear of reinstalled character-defining door and shutter
swings per attached recommendation plans. Create low shelves or window seats at fin tube radiator
locations in front of windows, to replace large radiators in the middle of shelving. Fin-tube radiator
detail will be concealed within the shelving, so that it is not visible. Heating will be
better distributed throughout the rooms. Existing radiator piping can be reused and
reconfigured to accommodate layout shown on attached recommendations plans.

•

Update Electrical System at First Floor: Remove conduit from tin ceilings and plaster walls.
LED Lighting will be provided at the top of new perimeter and freestanding shelving, so that it
does not interfere with the character defining ceilings. Wiring to lighting, switching, outlets, and
alarm devices will be run within the shelving, mounted to end panels and base of new perimeter
shelving, so that it does not interfere with the character defining plaster walls or pressed metal
ceilings.

•

Repair Plaster Finishes at First Floor. – Repair cracks in plaster walls. Patch hole between
Circulation Room and Powder Room, and plaster / paint both sides. Repaint or touch up paint of
walls and ceilings as needed in accordance with National Park Service Preservation Brief 21:
Repairing Historic Flat Plaster Walls and Ceilings.

•

Repair Decorative Metal Ceilings at First Floor. –Remove ceiling conduit and fixtures and repair
holes in tinned ceilings. Repaint or touch up paint of walls and ceilings as needed in accordance
with National Park Service Preservation Brief 49: Historic Decorative Metal Ceilings and Walls:
Use, Repair and Replacement.

•

Restore and repair granite slab ceiling at original vault room. –Repoint historic mortar
where needed, including former mortar repairs that do not meet the standards in accordance
National Park
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Service Preservation Brief 2: repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Brick Buildings. New
mortar shall match the historic mortar in color, and chemical makeup.
•

Replace Historic Concrete Floors at Vaults – Both historic fireproof vaults originally had
noncombustible flooring, concrete in the newer vault, as is the case at the second floor. We
recommend replacing the concrete topping in these rooms, matching the historic concrete technique
used at the second-floor vault. All work is to be performed in accordance with the National Park
Service Preservation Brief 15: Preservation of Historic Concrete.

•

Repair Historic Wood Plank Flooring – At Circulation Room, remove carpeting and confirm if
original historic plank floor exists. If so, repair and clean historic plank floor. In Children’s
Room, remove carpeting, and plywood (with framing remediation). Reinstall an in-kind plank
floor from historic reclaimed pine boards. It should match the finish size, species and finish
of the plank flooring in the entry hallway.

•

Restore and reinstall original iron doors and shutters at First Floor. – Clean and reinstall
two sets of iron doors at each vault, to remain in open position along wall. Clean and reinstall two
sets of interior iron shutters at each window in the west vault, to remain in the open position
along the walls.

•

Create a Maintenance Plan with a Preservation Professional – Prepare a yearly schedule of
inspections and maintenance work, including qualified contractors contact list. The Maintenance
Plan is to be prepared in accordance with the National Park Service Preservation Brief 47:
Maintaining the Exterior of Small and Medium Size Historic Buildings.

PHASE 2 - SECOND FLOOR PRESERVATION AND REAR ADDITION
•

Install New Egress Stair and Elevator Addition– To provide improved access to the second
floor, to a new basement mechanical room, and also to meet modern building code requirements
for public buildings on exiting the second floor, a new egress stair addition is recommended on the
rear (north elevation) of the building. Because this is a designated historic building, it is allowable
to reuse the existing front stair in its existing condition, with permission from the local Authority
Having Jurisdiction, but a secondary means of egress (not including the elevator) must be included
that meets current building code requirements. Our recommendation is to make an addition on the
rear façade in such a way that does not obscure any of the window openings. The original brick
door opening at the rear would be maintained as the connection between original building and
addition. Taking our cues from neighboring buildings, the addition to the rear will have painted
clapboard siding and windows that complement the scale and style of the windows on the building.
The rear entry into the addition is designed to be primarily glazed with a low slope roof that does
not rise above the existing roof eave and creates a visual break between historic building and stair
addition. The glazed walls will also allow light to filter in through rear hallway area at the
second floor, which is currently quite dark. Where we need more headroom for the elevator,
there is a gable to complement the pitch of the historic building. See recommended façade
drawings on pages
78-79. All work is to be performed in accordance with the National Park Service Preservation
Brief 14: New Exterior Additions to Historic Buildings and Brief 32: Making Historic
Properties Accessible.
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•

Create ADA Compliant Restrooms – Create new ADA-compliant restrooms at each floor. See
proposed plans for location in addition. Currently only one unisex bathroom exists to serve the
entire building, which is well below any recommended standards and building code requirements.
This bathroom will be removed and converted to a custodial closet in Phase 2. It will be replaced
with an accessible unisex bathroom at each floor in the rear stair addition. All work is to be
performed in accordance with the National Park Service Preservation Brief 32: Making Historic
Properties Accessible.

•

Updated Mechanical System – The boiler room will be relocated to the basement of the addition.
Bricks will be repaired where flue is removed at north façade. The second-floor radiators will be
updated as they were in the first floor Phase 1 work. Mechanical work will be done to design these
installed systems in accordance with National Park Service Preservation Brief 3: Improving Energy
Efficiency in Historic Buildings.

•

Updated Electrical Systems– The second floor will be rewired throughout the attic to meet current
NEC codes. New LED light fixtures will be used wherever possible. Efforts will be made to
minimize the amount of exposed conduit, by concealing conduit and locating devices within the
shelving details wherever possible. Electrical Service will be updated to accommodate the
elevator, and electrical systems installed at addition.

•

Repair Plaster Finishes at Second Floor– Repair cracks in plaster walls especially around doors
at hallway, and westerly chimney. Repaint or touch up paint of walls and ceilings as needed in
accordance with National Park Service Preservation Brief 21: Repairing Historic Flat
Plaster Walls and Ceilings.

•

Refinish Board Flooring – Repair and refinish historic painted board floor at second floor,
especially at hallway door sills.

•

Provide New Shelving at Second Floor – This is recommended work to improve the library
program. This work will be constructed in such a way as to be easily removable and distinguishable
from the historic building fabric. Shelving will be custom built to complement the finishes in
the historic building, incorporating electrical systems wherever possible.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, the recommendations accomplish the library’s goals of rehabilitation and expanded
programming, while adhering to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. Architectural recommendations,
as described above, both rehabilitate and preserve the exterior and main level of the building, as well as
ultimately create public access to expanded programming in the second floor of the building. The
recommendations outline the rehabilitation of an important architectural resource such that it can be safe,
accessible and serve its purpose now and for many years to come.
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The following appendices have been assembled as supplementary information to accompany the
Haverhill Library Association Condition Assessment. The information is added for any reader who
wishes to read further into reports and discussion points raised by this report, and for use in creating
finalized plans for implementing the recommendations. This report aims to create a general list of
recommendations for future work on the Library, to be further explored as funding becomes available.
Because the report does not include Specifications for the future work, the information from appropriate
National Park Service guiding documents has been included here for use in helping to create the
Architectural & Engineering Specifications ahead of specific construction projects. (HLA Note: The
Appendices are not included in printed copies. Please contact the Library for access to the Appendices.)
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Established 1880

A CORNERSTONE OF THE COMMUNITY

104 YEARS AT 67 COURT STREET
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